33rd Annual Poetry Contest
Award-winning poetry from students
in York and Adams County
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INTRODUCTION

T

he Youth Services Staf of York County Libraries is
proud to present the compilation of poetry from our 33rd
Annual Poetry Contest. The intrinsic value of the event
is evidenced by the continued support of local educators. We
received 200 entries this year, many submitted by school librarians
and teachers on behalf of their students. We thank them for
encouraging the young poets of York and Adams County.
Our panel of judges generously devoted time and expertise to
ensuring that a quality pool of winners was selected. Sincere
thanks are due to them for their continued support of this program.
Each winner receives a copy of this book of poems. The book will
also be distributed to the school libraries of each of the winners
and each library in York and Adams County.
York County Libraries thanks all those who submitted entries to the
competition and we hope that York and Adams County students
will continue to ind self-expression and satisfaction in their
creative eforts.
Congratulations to all the winners!
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FIRST PLACE
1st & 2nd Grade

Snow Is Magical
By Sophia Orwick
Second Grade, Bermudian Springs Elementary School
Snow is magical. Can’t you see?
Won’t you come and play with me?
School is out!
Let’s run about!
This is every kid’s fantasy!
Smelling fresh air.
Nothing can compare.
Ice cube cheeks and drippy nose,
Fingers and toes are nearly froze,
And a few strands of icicle hair.
We hear Mom’s call.
So, let’s not stall.
We’ll go right in to snuggle my pup
While drinking cocoa cup by cup.
Snow days... what a ball!
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second PLACE
1st & 2nd Grade

My Coco Dream
By Rose Delp
Second Grade, Homeschool
I come in from play
on a cold, good day,
to hear some bubbling in a pot.
I hold my hand close to see it is hot.
“Mom, what is this?”
“What did I miss?”
She says “You didn’t miss a thing.”
I know what it is. I dance and sing.
Chocolate, milk, sugar, cream.
It’s like I’m in a coco dream.
It’s ready now, I take my mug.
I smile at mom and give a hug.
I sit and sip.
Warm cup to lip.
And now comes my coco trick.
I grab a striped candy stick.
Red, green and white
melty delight.
My minty coco is so great.
The deliciousness is worth the wait.
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third PLACE
1st & 2nd Grade

Can You Guess It?
By Alzette Georgi
First Grade, Homeschool

Can you guess my favorite show?
It has some pups that go, go, go.
They save the day,
And help Mayor Goodway.
Each one wears a pup tag.
All of their tails wag.
They eat little pies.
The pink one lies.
One is so funny.
It seems like a bunny.
They have lots of friends
Now the stuf that’s in the show ends.
It’s Paw Patrol!
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fourth PLACE
1st & 2nd Grade

Shark
By Gabriella Wright
First Grade, Homeschool

Sharp and scary teeth
Huge sea animal
Always eating ish
Rough skin
Killers living in the ocean
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first PLACE
3rd & 4th Grade

The Little Friends
By Ruby Delp
Second Grade, Homeschool

The little chipmunk said he,

“I’ll have to ind food with my ist!”

“How do you do chickadee?”

Said Chipmunk worriedly.

“I’m alright my dear fellow.”

What will they do now, Oh my me!

“I too!” said the little sparrow.

“Well let’s not waste any time.”

As he luttered cheerfully.

“Let’s ind food of any kind.”

The friends greeted each other with glee.

“I found berries just for you.”

“I have something to tell you.”
“Governor Bear has a rule that is new.”
“He put us of the food list.”

“I found berries also too.”
“I found nuts and seeds galore!”
“Let’s start cracking, I have more!”
Then throughout the forest was heard,
Crack! Crack! Crack! The most charming word.
Shouts of “yum!” followed by hurray!
“My little friends have saved the day!”
Sighs of “mmmm” and munch, munch, munch.
Friendship has provided lunch.
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second PLACE
3rd & 4th Grade

My Favorite Book
By Annecy Georgi
Third Grade, Homeschool

Can you guess my favorite book?
I’ll write it down but please don’t look.
It’s not about princesses, ponies, or fairies,
But what a wonderful text it carries.
It’s a New York Times Bestselling Series,
With picture-puzzles, games, and queries.
I like how the books are about a game.
Now do you know it? Can you tell me its name?
You know the answer. Whoo-hoo! Yippee!
It’s Mr. Lemoncello’s Library!
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third PLACE
3rd & 4th Grade

Kindness
By Lindsey Bickford
Fourth Grade, Christian School of York

Kindness is a helping hand,
A subject that we all should understand.
It could be as big as giving a person a home,
Or as small as spreading shalom.
Kindness is something we all should do,
Day and night and through and through.
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fourth PLACE
3rd & 4th Grade

Summertime
By Hunter Whetstone
Fourth Grade, Lieb Elementary School

Winter can be such a bore

I love to go out and ride my bike

The cold and snow keep you indoors

Or go to the park, or take a hike

Ater Christmastime unwinds

Run outside or climb a tree

I only wish for summertime

And take a trip with my family

Summertime is so much fun

The other seasons are just okay

Being out in the warm sun

But I prefer a summer day

Drinking lemonade by the pool

I’m pretty sure that you have guessed

Playing, splashing, staying cool

I think summertime is the best
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first PLACE
5th & 6th Grade

Under the Surface
By Nia Stevens
Sixth Grade, York Academy Regional Charter School

Trapped
One last gasp of air before I go under
The cool water on my skin
Sand all around me
I jump in and my body relaxes
Immediately going under
No one brings me up
It’s funny
The water is so calm
No pain
No emotion
I go under and I’m numb
I’m empty
And I like it
Most people are cold
Scared
Panic are cold
But me it brings
Serenity
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second PLACE
5th & 6th Grade

A Bright Rainbow
By Clayton Brandstedter
Sixth Grade, Sinking Springs Elementary

I hear the pit-pat of the rain,
oh, how it ills me with disdain,
I feel the cold drops on my skin,
in this battle I will not win.
I see blue drops from the sky,
oh it makes me want to cry.
I smell the wretched earthy scent,
oh the anger I must now vent.
I taste the water on my tongue,
in my mouth the small drops clung.
The rain is here from head to toe,
at last I see a bright rainbow.
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third PLACE
5th & 6th Grade

The Crown In the NeverLands
By Tremain Johnson
Sixth Grade, York Academy Regional Charter School

As I fall into the frass

We see colorful leaves near lakes and oceans

I get lited from a hand with a gentle grasp

But were interrupted with no commotion

It comes from a beautiful girl

We cancel the silence and run for the hills

She giggles and laughs and sneaks a twirl

We spot all the life lingering and leering

She wants me to go explore the land

We go to the forest to play

But she ask if I trust her so I give her my hand

We laugh, We fall we lay

We skip and run and look at the space

I acknowledge her beauty on her face

Now knowing I’m in a wonderful place

Hoping I can stay in this wonderful place
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fourth PLACE
5th & 6th Grade

Words Can’t Hurt Me
By Elizabeth Novak
Sixth Grade, Shallowbrook Elementary

Everyone says words can’t hurt me
But you know just as well as I do
That sometimes someone says something
That whacks you right in the heart
Ouch
So yes words can hurt us
But what really matters is what you choose to do
Ater those words
You could keep them in your mind
And let them keep hurting you
Or you could toss them aside
And forget those words
Let those words make you stronger
The heavier words you push from your mind
The stronger you become
When you become stronger
The words become lighter
And eventually the words won’t hurt at all.
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first PLACE
7th & 8th Grade

Picture Frames
A STORY OF DEMENTIA

By Ella Gladfelter
Eighth Grade, Northeastern Middle School
A wooden frame hung on the wall
a moment in time frozen forever
instantly captured years ago
reminding the old of forgotten youth
The old man sat staring
at the empty frames —
all 33 of them
some small, some large, some circular,
some rectangular
but all empty; completely blank
What were they?
He felt the grasp of his mind
iddling through a ile cabinet
— searching
What went in the frames?

File ater ile unsatisied
He couldn’t ind the answer
it felt like hours and it bothered
like a scratch let unitched
the tingly sensitivity
pestering his cluelessness
They had to be something.
Staring
his eyes drited out of focus
then like a pinpoint
he grasped concentration
a frame began to color
before returning to bleak
The old man sat staring
at the empty frames
bordering a life, long lost
all 32 of them
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second PLACE
7th & 8th Grade

If You’re Wondering
By Faith Champagne
Seventh Grade, Spring Grove Middle School
If you’re wondering where I am,
I’m running from my past,
From a life I want to forget
To a new world;
One that will last.
If you’re wondering where I go,
On these cold December nights,
Well I don’t think you’ll understand
But here I go, because you might.
If you’re wondering what I mean,
As odd as it may seem,
That I always seem distant
That I always go missing
It’s because of all I’ve seen.
A ire took my house
Disease took my mother
Depression took my father
And an idiot driver took my brother

I lost it all in a very short time
I had no home and nowhere to go.
So I’d walk the streets alone at night
Praying and praying for a home.
Finally someone took me in,
But I still felt lost
Neverland
So if you’re still wondering where I go
I roam the places I don’t know.
To ind a place that really feels like home
But my life isn’t perfect
It never was perfect
So sometimes I wonder if I even deserve it
Sometimes I wonder if it’s even worth it.
That’s what I’m wondering.
And if you’re wondering who I am,
I can’t tell you just yet.
But if you’ve already igured it out…
I must say, I’m impressed.
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third PLACE
7th & 8th Grade

All the Hate and Chatter
By Mia Yague Cowfer
Eighth Grade, York Academy Regional Charter School

Country of the free we’ve gained they say
But they continue to discriminate
Crazy breaks loose when things don’t go their way
Claim they do good, but still hold up a gate
Those who aren’t the same never had the right
Telling us to be special, “not diferent”
We pretend that everything is alright
And we are all not equivalent
Protesting, ighting, isn’t ixing anything
They ignore anything they can or want
“It’s ine” they say “we are doing what’s right” they think
“They deserve it” people say very nonchalant
But it is ine, it doesn’t matter
All the hate and chatter
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fourth PLACE
7th & 8th Grade

The Girl Who Was 2020
By Kaydee Kline
Seventh Grade, Red Lion Area Junior High

When you look into her eyes,
All you can see is the dark London sky.
You can now see the shattered china glass,
That once shone like bright green grass.
Like a person who was on a center stage,
Who felt nothing but sadness and rage.
But, if you looked close enough,
There was something else in her witty green eyes.
It was the sadness of a widowed bride.
The loss of her one and only,
Let a darkness that was ever so lonely.
But, it was not only her loss that let sorrow,
It was the loss of the sun that used to ly over the land like a lost sparrow.
She could no longer taste the sweetness of the candy.
She couldn’t smell the freshness of the candle that sat on the table.
Ater all, the darkness had taken away the love in her life,
And replaced it with the girl that now was hidden behind everyone’s masks,
That girl was named 2020.
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first PLACE
9th & 10th Grade

Constellations of Clouds
By Rylee Barmore
Tenth Grade, Northeastern High School

So they say,
she was made of stars,
blood, heart, and soul,
stars splattered her skin like freckles.
And they say,
he was made completely of clouds.
Floating with her,
up in the sky.
When the sun was shining bright,
they would run to their haven
and hide away until they were needed again.
And on those cloudy days,
she would lurk behind him,
whispering sweet-nothings and sour-everythings.
When she would speckle the dark night sky,
he would lay to the side,
and watch with great pride.
No one ever loved the clouds like the stars did,
and no one ever loved the stars like the clouds did.
Maybe that’s why,
when you see one,
you’re bound to see the other.
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second PLACE
9th & 10th Grade

WE’RE FINE
By Tyler Michael
Tenth Grade, West York Area High School

Saying we’re ine.
The children of our time
It feels like we’re on a rewind
These kids forced to walk on a ish line
In schools where we waste half our time.
Kids with issues but we say we’re ine.
Don’t remember the last time we cried
Numb to pain but still saying we’re ine.
Can’t walk in a straight line.
But I guess we’re ine.
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third PLACE
9th & 10th Grade

Regret Is a Scornful Needle
By Miren McKinney
Tenth Grade, Dover Area High School

Regret is a scornful needle
piercing through fabrics within your soul
each stitch gathering as remorse overloads your thoughts
the last “goodbye” you could not pin in place
the sound of their laugh cutting away at the hem of your inseams
as much as you try to zip it up inside, the heartbreak still bleeds out
for all the opportunities you had to love them are forever lost
You can only hope the best parts of their journey are embroidered on them
dreading that painful fragments line their last moments
ashamed you took time for granted
neglecting the minor reminders of afection slashes the fabric
The pattern is permanently stained with regret
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fourth PLACE
9th & 10th Grade

I Am from Clothes
By Trinity Grendell
Tenth Grade, West York Area High School

I am from clothes, from Polo and American Eagle.
I am from the wood on my house.
I am from the fragrance of the rose, the yellowness of a dandelion.
I am from parties and love, from Tasha and Alexzy and Adriana.
I am from the funny and serious.
From “you got Mcdonalds money?” and “ if you would get of that phone then maybe…”.
I am from Lancaster, but grew up in York PA, seafood and steak.
From the passing of my mom, the overdose and the memorial.
I am from the family pictures on my wall, from the painting in my house.
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first PLACE
11th & 12th Grade

Exotic
By Jacinta Chuidian
Eleventh Grade, York Homeschool Association

I look like my dad in June.
My skin is bronzed and browned
Like my eyes and my hair,
With ashy knees in the aternoon.
I’ve been told this makes me exotic.
I look like my mom in December,
With ivory skin, but my nose is wider
and my eyes are darker.
I don’t look like the girl from last summer,
But at least I’m still exotic.

I look like my dad in June.
Stubborn and sensitive,
Generous and competitive,
With twin Sagittarius moons.
I look like my mom in December.
Pensive and writing,
Flaming tempers when ighting,
With always too much to pursue.
I’ve been told this makes me exotic.

I look like my dad in June,
So people don’t ask if I’m mixed
since the features I portray now it,
and it was never polite to assume.
So they marvel and say I’m exotic.
I look like my mom in December.
Same smile and lingering legs,
Nimble ingers and enquiring minds.
But you’d look and see it’s not her I resemble.
I bet that’s what makes me exotic.
When boys ind out that I look like my dad in June,
I’m reduced to a fantasy that only an Asian girl can assume.
And when they ind out that I look like my mom in December,
It’s the saving grace since
“Asian girls don’t have any curves, remember?”
And all at once, I’m just a fetish.
But unequivocally exotic.
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second PLACE
11th & 12th Grade

Ahead of the Past
By Anthony Torres-Rutherford
Twelth Grade, Dover Area High School

I looked out from beneath the leaves
Wild berries gazed at me
I passed the wind
There it went
I stopped to let it catch its breath.
At the opaque horizon,
I arrived.
The forest of questions and answers behind me,
at last.
Trees I once thought were the height of the clouds,
Now a thin dark gradient of black and green.
It is no longer I go looking,
rather I go learning.
The sun burns freedom onto my lesh,
Freedom relective of my escape.
Was there just not a storm?
Perhaps I was the storm.
A storm of shame that let me shaking and shivering.
A storm of icy isolation.
A storm.
But now I stand tall before the ice in its new form.
I stand in MY skin, with the ice of shame melted away.
Ready to accept the cascades of shiting blue,
and release the vulnerable parts of me
hidden by the past.
I am guided into the future by these warm waves of
wisdom and strength,
no longer driven by the chase.
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third PLACE
11th & 12th Grade

Remember Me
By Bethany Shilet
Eleventh Grade, Littlestown Area High School

The bed is colder now, as time allows for me to age.
The stories began to lessen and grape soda stopped being shared.
No more yard sales to pick the best price for my newest stufed animal.
I do not help you feed the tweets of your Parakeet as you yell at him to be quiet.
I do not get any more birthday cards in the mail for scratch-ofs hoping I win big.
I cannot make you come back to me, and the last memory of you haunts me.
I wanted to see you lively and well, but I was too late.
When the time stretched by, the color of your skin turned pale and gray.
I had to see you with no smile across your face
As you lay with your arms crossed.
“She looks like she’s sleeping,” I thought to myself
As I recalled all my memories.
In those cards she let me one thing,
“Remember me.”
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fourth
11th & 12th Grade

now
By Abby Shaw
Twelth Grade, South Eastern School District

we call it “today’s world,”
but is it not really a world of tomorrow?
the state of contentment is desired for
far more than the tangible
yet the lame is never quenched
money, fame, power,
recognition, beauty, love?
if we had it all
would that satisfy the hunger
or would we only crave for more?
the blind man lives to see
the sun rises to fall
the stars shine only to burn away
today is for tomorrow
but why?
let us welcome every sunset
let us linger in each embrace
let us cherish every
single,
crated,
purposeful breath.
for tomorrow never comes
but we will always have now
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MEET THE 2022 PANEL OF JUDGES
TRAVIS KUROWSKI Travis Kurowski is the editor of Paper Dreams: Writers and Editors on the
American Literary Magazine and co-editor of Literary Publishing in the Twenty-First Century. His writing has
been featured in Poets & Writers, North American Review, Ninth Letter, The Lumberyard, and elsewhere. He
is currently an associate professor of creative writing at York College of Pennsylvania.

LORI LECKRONE Lori Leckrone, a children’s librarian, earned her B.S. in English from Liberty
University and her MLS in Library Science from Clarion University. In addition to being a librarian, Ms.
Leckrone has spent the last fourteen years homeschooling her children, reading many good books, and
traveling to various parts of the globe.
JENNIFER NESBITT Jennifer Nesbitt is associate professor of English at Penn State York and
editor of the journal, The Space Between. Her book Rum Histories: Drinking in Atlantic Literature and
Culture was published in 2022. She teaches poetry as part of her survey of English literature class
and in her Introduction to the Caribbean class about poets like Louise Bennett and Derek Walcott.
She likes running, tennis, and yoga; sews badly sometimes; and reads detective fiction, Jane Austen
novels, and fantasy with great delight.

TED NESBITT Ted Nesbitt is an intermittent student of English Literature and Modern Greek Language
at McGill University. In spare time, Mr. Nesbitt enjoys reading obscure zines, making lavored syrups, and
taking walks in Nixon Park.

JJ SHEFFER JJ Shefer is director of enroot, a portfolio of arts and humanities programs that use
storytelling to help participants cultivate a sense of community. She studied English/Professional Writing
at Kutztown University and completed her undergraduate studies at Penn State University. Ms. Shefer
serves on the board of directors of the Pennsylvania Humanities Council and the steering committee for the
Women’s Giving Circle of York County Community Foundation. She has written poetry her whole life and is
particularly fond of sonnets and haiku.

LEXI SPINO Lexi Spino is a performance poet from York and is known for her work on mental illness
awareness. Ms. Spino has published four books and has been featured in other published collections. She
and her editor, Missi McClaren, have created a poetry community through hosting shows and workshops at
The Parliament in downtown York. When she isn’t writing or performing, she spends time with her two kids
and her cat; spends time reading and researching; and enjoys binge-watching Netlix.

CAROL CLARK WILLIAMS Carol Clark Williams is poet laureate emerita of York, PA, and founder
of the poetry tent for the Yorkfest outdoor arts festival. Her poems have been published in print and online
journals including Fledgling Rag, Broadkill River Review, Mad Poets Review, Margie, Byline, PPS Prize Poems,
Encore, and Welcome to the Resistance. In 2017, she received the Above and Beyond award from the
National Federation of State Poetry Societies for her work with young people.
THE REV. CARLA CHRISTOPHER WILSON The Rev. Carla Christopher Wilson was the 4th
Poet Laureate of York from 2011–2013. She also served as the 2014 Arts and Cultural Community Liaison to
the Mayor’s Oice for the City of York. A multiply-published and award-winning poet, she is also a diversity
and cultural competency trainer and consultant; a public speaker; and a renewal pastor with the ELCA, the
largest Lutheran denomination in America.w
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